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Abstract The paper investigates the relationship between the distribution of income between labour and capital and financial crises. If economists generally agree on the long-term stability of this distribution, recent figures showed that short-term variation may be significant, especially during periods of crisis. Different studies showed that this hypothesis of stability was not confirmed in the last thirty years, mainly due to the redistributive impact of globalization on different sources of income Harrison (2002); Sylvain (2008). If Diwan (2001) focused on the currency crisis, we propose to see if this analysis can be extended to the banking crisis and how it can influence the relative bargaining power of labour and capital within the firms. For this, we use an international panel-data of the share of labor in GDP. We confirm the existence of a negative trend for labour share, largely explained by financial crises. However, the results differ for currency and banking crises. Currency crises affect negatively labour share while banking crises affect primarily capital returns, at least before the crisis. In the three years following a currency crisis, labour share tends to be about 0.9 percentage points lower in average. JEL classification: E24, E25, F32, I38 Keywords: Financial Crisis, Labour share, Inequalities, Banking Crises, Currency Crises
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Introduction



In the context of the current financial crisis, one of the questions often asked not only by academics and policy makers, but also by the man in the street is the following: are the workers going to be mainly hit by the consequences of the crisis; in other words is labour going to pay the price for the crisis. There are several reasons to believe that labour will be mainly targeted by a financial crisis. In the context of crisis, the workers bargaining power is weakening (Harrison, 2002), due not only to the unemployment fast increase (ILO and IMF, 2010) but also to the entrepreneurs expectations. The crisis is creating an ex-post "animal spirit", where layouts are highly expected from the market. Another explanation may be that labour is less mobile than capital, so that if capital can be easily reallocated to other sectors, regions or countries, labour cannot. Our research was largely motivated by the empirical work of Isaak Diwan (2001). Using a database of labour share from 1972 until 2000, Diwan shows that before exchange rate crisis, labour share was increasing, and after the crisis it was dramatically dropping, never catching up its pre-crisis level. In the literature, two different approaches are often point out to explain the current crisis: a micro and a macro one. The first one is attributing the cause of the crisis to balance sheet mismanagement or poor regulation of the banking sector. A second approach is identifying the crisis with the macroeconomic policy of the FED: the unsustainable and unrealistic low interest rate facilitated the emergence of bubbles. Both approaches are mainly financial or monetary oriented. They do not pay enough attention to the labour and income distribution effects of the crisis. They do not address sufficiently the causality issue between the past and present crisis and the labour market dynamics. In this paper we study in which countries labour share is mainly affected by the crisis. The Spanish example shows that in the countries where specialization and over investment in some sectors create large and rapid shock on the labour market. In Spain, unemployment reaches the level of 20.5% of the labour force. Countries with a more diversified pre-crisis investment are
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probably going to request less labour adjustment. Hence it is possible to suppose that on the short run, labour share will be affected by crisis. In this paper we investigate the macroeconomic relation between labour share in the GDP and financial/banking crisis. We are discussing the main channels affecting labour share. We underline the role of the institution framework, especially the social protection as cushion or shock absorber of the crisis. The paper is organized as follows. In the first part we are presenting a theoretical framework largely inspired by the model of Harrison (2002), in the second section of the paper we present the database used for the research. Finally we discuss and present our preliminary regressions on the labour share around the world.
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Theoretical framework



We follow the theoretical framework proposed by Harrison (2002). If product and factor markets were perfectly competitive, the share of payments to workers would only depend on product prices and the quantity of capital and labour available. Here, the firms have the possibility to make excess profits and firms and employees share the rent according to their bargaining power which is endogenously determined. In the Harrison framework, globalization affects the bargaining power through capital mobility. Here, financial crisis and social protection may have an indirect impact on the bargaining power and thus, on the respective income share devoted to capital and labour. There are two factors of production (capital and labour). The representative firms uses a vector v of inputs with vL units of labour and vK units of capital. The competitive returns to factor is given by the vector w0 = (wL0 wK0 ). Under perfect competition, the wage would be wL0 and the return to capital wK0 . Excess profits are denoted by the vector w = (WL wK ). The utility functions for labour and capital are given by the following equations:
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UL = (wL − WL0 )



(1)



UK = (wK − wK0 )



(2)



The revenue function is G(P, v) and the price vector P is a function of the production function Y (v). Under imperfect competition, excess profits are:



G(P (Y (v)), v) − w0 v



(3)



Firms and workers maximize the outcome and then bargain over the rent. The first order condition is thus:



δY P = µw0 δv



(4)



The optimal choice of v is: v ∗ = R(P, µ, w0 ). Equation (3) can be rewritten as: Rents = G(R) − w0 R



(5)



λL and λK are respectively the share of the rents get respectively by labour and capital (with λK (= 1 − λL ). The outcome of the bargaining can be derived from finding the solution to maximizing over λL the following equation:



[λL (G(R) − w0 R) − UL0 ] ∗ [(1 − λL )(G(R) − w0 R) − UK0 ]



(6)



In the theoretical framework proposed by Harrison (2002), capital and labour have the option
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to leave the country, which incurs a fixed cost and an alternative returns. Here, we will suppose that the capital is the only mobile factor. But if bargaining breaks, the workers may receive a compensation which may be assimilated as a specific form of social protection. However, there is a negative impact on the level of workers utility. It takes the form of a fixed cost. Individuals are not indifferent between working and not working. For an equal income (wage or compensation from the social insurance), individuals will prefer working due to social considerations. Utility function are then:



UL0 = (cL − wL0 )vL − FL



(7)



UK0 = (wK ∗ −wK0 )vK − FK



(8)



with cL the compensation received from the social insurance, FL the fixed cost associated with the left from the labour market, wK ∗ the capital returns abroad and FK the cost of delocating. We keep the same hypothesis as Harrison (2002). Fixed cost are supposed to be proportional to total revenue both for labour and for capital. For labour, we make this hypothesis considering that social costs of staying unemployed are higher for upper income. We can rewrite equations (7) with wK ∗ = wK0 + φK and cL = wL0 + φL .



UL0 = φL vL − FL G(R)



(9)



UK0 = φK vK − FK G(R)



(10)



The maximization problem (over λL ) becomes:



[λL (G(R) − w0 R) − φL vL + fL G(R)] ∗ [(1 − λL )(G(R) − w0 R) − φK vK + fK G(R)] Then, we can find λL: 5



(11)



  1 φL vL − fL G(R) − φK vK + fK G(R) λL = 1+ 2 G(R) − w0 R



(12)



We then obtain the labour share1 :



    1 w0L vL − wOK vk 1 φL vL φK vK fK − fL w L vL = SL = + 1/2 + − + G(R) 2 G(R) 2 G(R) G(R) 2



(13)



Following Harrison (2002), we assume that the production function can be approximated by a translog function2 : ln Y = ln Y (vit ) = a00 +



X



b0i ln vit + 1/2



i



XX i



bim ln vit ln vmt



(14)



m



Differentiating (14) with respect to each ln vi yields:



X wOL vL bLm ln(vLt /V1t ) = bOL + P Y (v∗) m=2 X wOK vK bKm ln(vKt /V1t ) = bOK + P Y (v∗) m=2



(15) (16)



Combining (13), and (15), we obtain the estimation equation for the labour share in GDP: SLt



  1 φL vL φk vK fK − fL = γ0 + γ1 ln(Lt /Kt ) + − + 2 G(R) G(R) 2



(17)



The estimation equation is strictly the same to the one proposed by Harrison (2002). The only difference here is the interpretation of the coefficients φL et φK . In the Harrison framework, 1



For this, we rewrite the total returns to each factor as the sum of the return under perfect competition plus the fraction of total rents accruying to that factor: wi vi = w0i vi + λi (G(R) − w0 R). 2 the translog function is very popular in econometrics model, because it is interpreted as a second-order approximation to an unknown functional form (Berndt and Christensen, 1973; ?).
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these two parameters represent the income premium derived from relocating abroad. For the parameter φK , it is still the case but we will integrate the financial crisis as an explanatory variable of this parameter. For the parameter φL , it is not the wage premium derived from working abroad as we assume the labour as an immobile factor. Here the key parameter is the weight of the social protection system, influencing the labor share through an additional bargaining power of the workers.



2.1



Financial crisis and bargaining power



The paper proposes to address the impact of financial crises on the relative income of labour and capital. We suppose that a financial crisis will erode the national return on capital compared to the international return. This will increase the incentives of delocating and thus reduce the labour bargaining power. A currency crisis will reduce the value of national investments, if measured in international currency. The consequences in terms of relative return on capital is direct. The second effect of the currency crisis will be a reduced real wage in the short term, due to an increase of imported goods prices. Concerning banking crises, the effect is less direct. We can however expect the same negative effects on labour share due to liquidity traps and defaults. This will reduce the expected income for investors and thus increase the incentive of delocating. As the link is less direct, we can expect than φcurrencycrises > φbankingcrises . The negative impact on the global income may have an additional negative effect on labour income, through a decline in private sector wages (Diwan, 2001). In order to modelize these effects, we propose to modify equation 10 by adding a specific bargaining power to the owners of capital only during periods of crises:



UK0 = φK vK + φcrises vK − FK G(R)



(18)



φcrises takes the value of 0 out of the period of financial crises. Equation (17) can be rewritten:
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SLt



  1 φL vL φk vK + φcrises vK fK − fL = γ0 + γ1 ln(Lt /Kt ) + − + 2 G(R) G(R) 2



(19)



This theoretical framework may give insights to explain transmission channels between financial crises and labour share. The empirical strategy that we will develop in the following section is built to measure the direct linkages between these two variables. However, as we do not include proxies of bargaining power in the empirical strategy , we acknowledge that other explanations of the linkages may also be relevant. Our goal is then to see if the empirical analysis is consistent with the hypothesis we made in the theoretical framework.
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Empirical analysis Data



The main variable of interest is the share of GDP that goes to labor. We decide to use the compensation paid to resident and non-resident households (UN’s national accounts table on use of GDP, table 103) because of the large number of countries covered by this database, including developing and developed countries. This variable was also used by Harrison (2002) and Diwan (2001). Compensation includes wages and other benefits. The use of these data has been discussed: Gollin (2002) argued that labour income is underestimated in small firms, has to be adjusted for self-employment income and that we should take into consideration the differences in sectoral composition of output. Unfortunately, data on self-employment income are very limited and international comparisons are difficult. Harrison (2002) proposes to test the robustness of her results by estimating the labour share and shows that “results are qualitatively the same, although there are some differences (in the magnitude of the estimated coefficient).” Sylvain (2008) proposes to use the labour share in the non-agricultural private sector, built from the ANA base (OECD) and OECD provided more detailed data, but only for OECD countries. We decide to retain the UN data as the number of countries covered is more important. Figure 1 gives 8



the world-wide average labour share using these data. Moreover, Harrison (2002) underlines the high correlation between movements in labor share and the manufacturing wage data collected by UNIDO. However, we will test the robustness of our results by using the data built by Sylvain (2008). Figure 1: Labour Share (World average)



Source: UN National Accounts database. Calculations by the authors.



Concerning financial crisis, the traditional measure, used by Diwan (2001), is the one proposed by Frankel and Rose (1996): they define the currency crash as a large change in the nominal exchange rate (25%) accompanied with an increase of the rate of change of the nominal depreciation (10%). Others prefer to focus on the “foreign exchange market pressure”, taking into account both exchange rates and international reserves variation. We use here various indexes as proposed and computed by Berman (2008): the weighted average of exchange rate and international reserves variation with weight such that the two composant has equal volatility. Following Eichengreen and Bordo (2002), the threshold retained is one and a half standard deviation of this index. For banking crises, we use the data of Caprio and Klingebiel (2002) with a distinction between small and systemic crises. Figure 2 gives a global overview of the crises occurence over 9



the period. There are 199 currency crises and 412 banking crises (systemic and non-systemic) in the original databases. In our sample of 45 countries used for econometric estimations, we have 134 banking crises, 82 systemic banking crises and 54 currency crises. Figure 2: Number of crises



Source: curcrise (Eichengreen & Bordo); bank1crise (border line and systemic crises, Caprio & Klingebiel); bank2crise (systemic crises, Caprio & Klingebiel)



For capital stock, we use the methodology proposed by Caselli (2004). We compute the initial capital stock K0 as I0 /(g +δ) where I0 it the value of investment in the first year available and g is the average geometric growth rate for the investment series between the first year with available data and 1980.3 δ is set to 0.06 following Caselli (2004). Then we generate estimates of the capital stock, K, using the perpetual inventory equation (Kt = It +(1−δ)Kt−1 ). Investment data and GDP (in international dollars, PPP) come from Penn World Table 6.3 (Heston, Summers, and Aten, 2009), labour force data from the World Development Indicators (WDI). Following Harrison (2002), the fixed cost of relocating is measured by the nominal exchange rate which “captures the cost of purchasing new plant and equipment if relocation occurs”. This variable 3



I0 /(g + δ) is the value of the steady-state in the Solow model.
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comes from International Finance Statistics (IFS) database. Concerning the fixed cost of leaving the labour market, this variable is unobservable and will then be measured through the time and country fixed effects. The variable φL represents here the level of social protection. More specifically, it refers to the income provided by different social protection mechanisms, compared with the return to labor. As a proxy, we will use the general level of social protection expenses, in percentage of the total expenses of the general government. These data come from the Government Finance database (GFS). φK represents the relative return to capital at home versus abroad. We use the gross inflows and outflows of foreign direct investment as a proxy (data from the WDI). We also add additional control variables. The openness to trade measures in the Harrison framework the impact of trade policy on the relative prices of labor and capital intensive goods. We use the variable



4 4.1



X+M GDP



from WDI.



Empirical results OLS estimates



We propose to estimate equation (19). Data ranged from 1976 to 2002. ln(Kt /Lt ) measures factor endowments, fk represents here the fixed cost of relocating. Following Harrison (2002), we propose to use as a proxy, the nominal exchange rates which captures the cost of purchasing new equipments if relocation occurs. φk is the return of capital in the foreign country. It is approximated by the gross inflows and outflows of foreign direct investment. φL represents the return of labour abroad. We use the GDP per capita as a proxy (the higher the GDP per capital will be, the lowest will be, relatively, the return of labour abroad). fl represents here various factors affecting positively the labour bargaining power, through a “ ‘fixed cost” of leaving the labour market. Government spending and social protection will be used as a proxy of this variable. For the estimation of equation (19), we use a dummy variable of currency crises, and
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two dummies variables for banking crises (systemic and non-systemic)4 . We first run OLS estimates. In all estimations, standard errors are clustered at the country level5 and are robust to heteroskedasticity. In a first step, we only include a dummy variable respectively equal to 1 in case a currency crisis (ch1e) or a banking crisis (bk1e or bk2e) occurred during the same year. Then, we also include for each crisis variable, two additional variables: 3 years after and 3 years before. The latter variable measures the preliminary effects of the crises, the first one measures the mid-term effects of the crises. Results in OLS are given in table 1. When we only take into account the crisis that occured the same year, results are not very instructive. The estimated coefficients of financial crisis are not significant, except for banking crisis when taking into account systemic and border line crisis. Surprisingly, the coefficient is positive, meaning that banking crisis affects primarily the return of capital rather than the one of labour. However, when we take into account crises that occurred in the three previous and following years, we get more interesting results. The estimated coefficient for 3 years after a currency crisis is always negative and significant. Three year before such crisis, the estimated coefficient is also negative and significant at 10% in one of the estimations. On contrary, banking crises does not appear to have a significant and negative impact on labour share. The estimated coefficient is even significantely positive in the three years before the crisis. Concerning the sign of other variables, the coefficient of capital/ratio labour is negative, contrary to the relative endowments hypothesis. However, as we do not control in this set of estimations by other country characteristics, we may explain this result by the fact that countries relatively abundant in capital will be specialized in goods intensive in capital. Thus, according to the Stolper-Samuelson effect, returns on capital may increase. The level of GDP per capital is positively correlated with labour share. The incoming FDI tend to be associated with lower level of labour share while government spendings have the opposite effects. 4



see section data for details. We should however notice that standard asymptotic tests can over-reject with few clusters (Cameron, Gelbach, and Miller, 2008). 5
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Table 1: OLS estimates of labour share determinants Labour Share Labour Share Labour Share Labour Share -0.0751** -0.0690** -0.0770** -0.0740** (-2.472) (-2.351) (-2.441) (-2.351) lngdp 0.168*** 0.159*** 0.171*** 0.167*** (4.069) (4.102) (3.975) (3.935) lnexchangerate -0.00378 -0.00417 -0.00394 -0.00432 (-1.401) (-1.645) (-1.376) (-1.600) tradeofgdp 0.000318 0.000281 0.000306 0.000265 (1.253) (0.975) (1.206) (0.964) lnfdiin -0.0243*** -0.0237*** -0.0244*** -0.0248*** (-2.895) (-2.880) (-2.963) (-3.150) lnfdiout -0.00487 -0.00508 -0.00540 -0.00572 (-1.169) (-1.338) (-1.240) (-1.349) lngvtspend 0.0922*** 0.0951*** 0.0930*** 0.0962*** (2.966) (3.457) (2.994) (3.478) ch1e -0.00929 -0.0238* -0.00939 -0.0204 (-1.098) (-1.723) (-1.117) (-1.533) ch3yearbefore -0.0205* -0.0170 (-1.774) (-1.463) ch3yearafter -0.0228** -0.0216** (-2.305) (-2.338) bk1e 0.0167* 0.0253** (1.959) (2.124) bk13yearbefore 0.0192 (1.575) bk13yearafter -0.00518 (-0.600) bk2e 0.0192 0.0252 (1.179) (1.335) bk23yearbefore 0.0122 (0.753) bk23yearafter 0.00163 (0.160) Constant -0.701*** -0.672*** -0.710*** -0.693*** (-5.608) (-5.888) (-5.619) (-5.707) Observations 576 576 576 576 R-squared 0.742 0.757 0.741 0.752 Robust t-statistics in parentheses *** p 
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